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Daniela Mitkoy is an advisor with ProSolution Credit Advisory, having
joined the company in 2007. She has been using CoreLogic RP Data within
the business for more than a year and says that it “has most certainly
become an invaluable tool”.
Located in the Melbourne CBD and with a serviced office in Sydney,
ProSolution has over ten employees in both locations. ProSolution
has been operating since November 2002 and whilst they have won a
number of awards since its formation, their proudest achievement is their
unwavering commitment to maintaining the highest quality of advice.
The team at Pro Solution pride themselves on being niche brokers whose
clients are property investors, medical practitioners and dentists. With
four main service advice lines: financial insurance, credit (mortgage)
and accounting/tax, Daniela comments that ProSolution uses CoreLogic
RP Data “to allow our clients to make informed financial decisions”.
On a daily basis Daniela uses CoreLogic RP Data for the preparation of
Comparative Market Analysis (CMA) reports for clients who have finance
pre-approval to buy a new home or investment property. She also finds
the property database very useful and informative for clients who are
attending upcoming auctions.
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When it comes to growing a protecting her loan book, Daniela uses
CoreLogic RP Data to monitor when existing clients put their investment
or home on the market for sale. Once alerted, Daniela contacts her clients
to offer her assistance with important financial decisions.
CoreLogic RP Data’s extensive functionality has enabled Daniela
to address client needs, and she notes that: “CoreLogic RP Data’s
capabilities, ranging from property reports to sales activity and suburb
statistics reports, means that we can help our clients through each step
of their property related activities - purchase, sale or otherwise”.
Highlighting specific attributes of the database that have been useful,
Daniela adds: “property monitor functionality allows us to be proactive
with our client base and create a level of professional knowledge that
builds client loyalty essential to any successful business”.
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